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We report the first measurement of the vector analyzing power in inclusive transversely polarized elastic
electron-proton scattering at Q250.1 (GeV/c)2 and large scattering angles. This quantity must vanish in the
single virtual photon exchange, plane-wave impulse approximation for this reaction, and can therefore provide
information on two photon exchange amplitudes for electromagnetic interactions with hadronic systems. The
observable we have measured is driven by the imaginary part of the two photon exchange amplitude, the
hadronic side of which is simply the Compton amplitude for the proton with two virtual photons. We find a
small but nonzero value of A5215.465.4 ppm.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.63.064001 PACS number~s!: 24.70.1s, 13.40.2f, 13.60.Fz, 14.20.DhThe recent development and refinement of experimental
methods for measurements of small ~few parts per million, or
ppm! parity violating effects in polarized electron scattering
@1–3# provides a new technique for further studies of the
electromagnetic structure of the proton. We have exploited
these methods for the first time to measure the small vector
analyzing power in the elastic scattering of 200 MeV elec-
trons from the proton at large laboratory scattering angles
(130°<u<170°), corresponding to a four-momentum trans-
fer squared of Q250.1 (GeV/c)2. This parity conserving
quantity is associated with transverse electron polarization,
in contrast to the parity violating longitudinal ~i.e., helicity-
dependent! asymmetry. It has been previously noted @4# that
transverse polarization effects will be suppressed by the rela-
tivistic boost factor 1/g . Nevertheless, as demonstrated here,
the development of the technology to measure small parity
violating asymmetries, along with the ability to produce
transversely polarized electron beams at high energies, now
renders these transverse polarization effects amenable to
measurement.
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Tech University, Ruston, LA 71272.0556-2813/2001/63~6!/064001~5!/$20.00 63 0640The vector analyzing power is a time-reversal odd observ-
able that must vanish in first-order perturbation theory, and
can only arise in leading order from the interference of two-
photon exchange ~second order! and single-photon exchange
amplitudes. Our observation of this quantity therefore dem-
onstrates the viability of a new technique to access the phys-
ics associated with the absorption of two virtual photons by a
hadronic system. Thus, the study of vector analyzing powers
provides another method to study processes in which two
photons couple to the proton, i.e., the Compton amplitude,
that is complementary to virtual Compton scattering ~VCS!,
in which there is presently a great deal of interest as a means
to further probe the structure of the proton @5#. VCS involves
the coupling of one virtual and one real photon to a hadronic
system, but in practice includes Bethe-Heitler amplitudes,
associated with radiation of a real photon from the electron,
with which care must be taken for proper treatment to allow
a correct interpretation of those measurements. In contrast,
the two-photon exchange amplitude involves the coupling of
two virtual photons to a hadronic system, and the vector
analyzing power in elastic electron-proton scattering, which
cannot include a background from Bethe-Heitler amplitudes,
potentially offers an attractive alternative to access this fun-
damental amplitude.
As will be shown below, the vector analyzing power in
elastic electron-proton scattering directly probes the imagi-
nary part of the double virtual Compton amplitude, which
can be related through dispersion integrals @6# to the real part
of this amplitude, in which the generalized polarizabilities of©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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Compton amplitude has increased sensitivity to the general-
ized polarizabilities above the pion threshold, and that the
dispersion analysis developed allows for an extension of our
knowledge of these nucleon structure-dependent quantities.
The kinematics of the measurements reported here, i.e., a
beam energy of 200 MeV, which is just above the pion
threshold, provide for a measurement of the imaginary part
of the Compton amplitude above pion threshold, from which
an extension of the generalized polarizabilities can be ob-
tained through such a dispersion analysis.
The vector analyzing power in electron-nucleus scattering
results in a spin-dependent asymmetry, which can, for ex-
ample, be generated by the interaction of the electron spin
with the magnetic field seen by the electron in its rest frame
@7#. This spin dependence in the scattering cross section
s(u) can be written as @8,9#
s~u!5s0~u!@11An~u!Pnˆ # , ~1!
where s0(u) is the spin-averaged scattering cross section
and An(u) is the vector analyzing power for the reaction for
the electron beam polarization vector P ~which is propor-
tional to the spin vector operator S) oriented along the nˆ
axis. As shown in Fig. 1, the unit vector nˆ is normal to the
scattering plane, and is defined through nˆ[(k3k8)/uk
3k8u, where k and k8 are wave vectors for the incident and
scattered electrons, respectively. The scattering angle u is
found through cos u5(kk8)/ukuuk8u, and, in the Madison
convention, is positive for the electron scattering to beam left
for nˆ along the vertical ~as in Fig. 1!. The beam polarization
P can be expressed in terms of the number of beam electrons
with spins parallel (ms51 12 ) and antiparallel (ms52 12 ) to
nˆ , so that the measured asymmetry at a given scattering
angle e(u) in the plane to which nˆ is normal is defined
through
e~u!5
s↑~u!2s↓~u!
s↑~u!1s↓~u!
5An~u!^Pn& , ~2!
where s↑ ,↓(u) is the differential cross section for ms51 12
and 2 12 , respectively. Thus, with knowledge of the magni-
tude of the incident beam polarization ^Pn& along the nˆ axis,
measurement of e(u) can yield a determination of the vector
FIG. 1. Coordinate system showing the orientations of the inci-
dent and scattered electron wave vectors k and k8, respectively, the
unit vector nˆ , the transverse polarization vector P, and the angles u
and f .06400analyzing power An(u), which contains the underlying phys-
ics of the electron-proton interaction.
The vector analyzing power An(u) for transverse electron
beam polarization along the nˆ axis is defined in a model-
independent way through
An~u!5
Tr$M ~u!SnM †~u!%
Tr$M ~u!M †~u!%
, ~3!
where M is the full amplitude for the electron-proton inter-
action and Sn is a covariant spin operator for the incident
electron polarized along the nˆ axis. A perturbative expansion
of the amplitude M through second order gives
M5M B1M 2g1 , ~4!
where M B is the Born amplitude for the exchange of one
virtual photon and M 2g is the two-photon exchange ampli-
tude, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2. Upon carrying
through the spin algebra and traces of Eq. ~3!, and exploiting
the fact that M B is purely real, one obtains @10#
An5
2M BIm $M 2g%
uM Bu2
~5!
to leading order. Thus, the vector analyzing power in elastic
electron-proton scattering is driven by the imaginary part of
the two-photon exchange amplitude, the hadronic side of
which is simply the double virtual Compton tensor.
Although here we do not explicitly evaluate the two-
photon exchange amplitude, we note that there are calcula-
tions @10# of the vector analyzing power in electron proton
elastic scattering underway, where the two photon exchange
amplitude is expressed as a diagrammatic expansion as
shown in Fig. 3. In the first term of this expansion, free
proton form factors are used at the photon-proton vertices,
and a free proton propagator is assumed in the intermediate
proton state. Higher-order terms in this expansion include
intermediate state resonances ~e.g., the D1) and the creation
of intermediate state virtual mesons.
Previous calculations of vector analyzing powers for low
energy, spin-12 probes incident on heavy nuclei have been
performed using the original derivation of Mott @11#, where
the energies are low enough to assume that the nucleus is
simply a point charge of magnitude Ze . The analyzing pow-
ers calculated in these cases are much larger than the vector
analyzing power for electron-proton scattering considered
here, and this is commonly exploited as a means to measure
the polarization of low-energy electron beams (;100 keV!
FIG. 2. Expansion of the electron-proton scattering amplitude in
terms of Feynman diagrams through second order for one-photon
exchange and two-photon exchange amplitudes.1-2
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ments, however, are not sensitive to the internal structure or
spin of the hadronic system. More recently, some level of
nuclear structure has been taken into account in calculations
of analyzing powers for high-energy elastic scattering of
transversely polarized electrons from heavy spin 0 nuclei at
forward electron scattering angles, performed in the eikonal
expansion and using finite charge densities for the nuclei
@12#. In these calculations, the nonzero analyzing powers
were generated through the distortion of the electron waves
in the Coulomb potential of the nuclear targets, providing the
needed extension beyond single-photon exchange to the
distorted-wave impulse approximation. In the SAMPLE ki-
nematics, the electron energy of 200 MeV is much larger
than the energies used for Mott polarimetry, the proton target
has the smallest possible Z so that Coulomb effects are at a
minimum, and the electrons are scattered at large angles
where magnetic effects are important. These facts, along
with the spin-12 nature of the proton, imply that our measure-
ment of the vector analyzing power will be sensitive to non-
trivial structure of the proton not taken into account in these
previous theoretical treatments. Presently underway are cal-
culations using the formalism outlined above in terms of the
two-photon exchange amplitude as an expansion as shown in
Fig. 3. It is these latter calculations to which we will com-
pare our results below.
Using the apparatus for the SAMPLE experiment @1,13#, a
high statistics measurement of the parity violating asymme-
try in inclusive elastic p(eW ,e8) scattering at the MIT/Bates
Linear Accelerator Center, we have made measurements of
the asymmetry in the elastic scattering of 200 MeV trans-
versely polarized electrons from the proton at backward scat-
tering angles. This represents the first measurement of a vec-
tor analyzing power in polarized electron scattering from the
proton at this high a momentum transfer. The data we report
are the result of an experiment using a 200 MeV polarized
electron beam of average current 40 mA incident on a 40 cm
liquid hydrogen target @14#. The scattered electrons were de-
tected in a large solid angle (;1.5 sr!, axially symmetric air
Cˇ erenkov detector consisting of 10 mirrors, each shaped to
focus the Cˇ erenkov light onto one of ten shielded photomul-
tiplier tubes. This combination of large solid angle and high
luminosity allows measurements of small asymmetries in a
relatively short period of time. The data presented here were
FIG. 3. Diagrammatic expansion of the two-photon exchange
amplitude in terms of the number of allowed intermediate states for
the hadronic system.06400acquired in just two days of running under these conditions.
Properties of the detector signals and beam have been de-
scribed in detail in Refs. @1,13#, along with the method of
asymmetry extraction and correction. Thus, here we report
only the differences between the experimental running con-
ditions for longitudinally polarized beams as used for parity
violation measurements and the transversely polarized beam
used for the vector analyzing power measurements. The sys-
tematic errors associated with the asymmetries from each of
the individual mirrors are the same for these measurements
as for those in Refs. @1,13#, totaling 0.7 ppm, and are negli-
gible compared with the overall statistical error of 5.4 ppm
obtained for these measurements.
The polarized laser light used on the bulk GaAs source
crystal produces electron beams with longitudinal polariza-
tion, consequently significant spin manipulation was required
to orient the beam polarization transversely. This was
achieved with a Wien filter, which contains electric and mag-
netic fields oriented perpendicular to each other and to the
beam direction, and a set of beam solenoids. The Wien filter
was positioned immediately downstream of the source an-
ode, and was used to precess the electron spin away from the
beam direction (;90° for these measurements!. The beam
solenoids were positioned near the first accelerating cavity in
the beam line, and precessed the resulting transverse compo-
nents of the beam polarization. The combination of these
beam line elements allowed the polarization direction to be
chosen arbitrarily, and each element was calibrated such that
the polarization direction is determined to 62° @15#.
For the measurements reported here, two orthogonal
transverse beam polarizations were used during two running
periods: one with the polarization directed to beam right
~which we denote F50) and one with the polarization
pointing up (F590). The magnitude of the beam polariza-
tion was measured with a Moller apparatus positioned on the
beam line, and averaged 36.361.8% during these measure-
ments. Finally, to minimize false asymmetries and test for
systematic errors, the electron beam polarization was manu-
ally reversed relative to all electronic signals, for both F
50 and F590 running, with the insertion of a l/2 plate in
the laser beam. Thus, four separate sets of measurements
were made: F50, l/2 IN and OUT; and F590, l/2 IN and
OUT.
The elastic scattering transverse asymmetry was deter-
mined for each of the ten individual mirrors in each running
configuration after correction for all effects, including beam
polarization, background dilution, and radiative effects, as
described in Refs. @1,13#. Although the geometry of this de-
tector allowed for combining the asymmetries from indi-
vidual mirrors positioned on opposite sides of the incident
beam @via Eq. ~2! and imposing the rotational invariance
criterion A(u)52A(2u) @9##, we chose an alternative form
of analysis wherein the full statistical information contained
in the data set could be used to extract the vector analyzing
power. Because the individual mirrors were positioned at
varying azimuthal angles f relative to the polarization
direction ~see Fig. 1!, the asymmetries measured in the1-3
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The sinusoidal dependence in the azimuthal angle f is seen
by rewriting Eq. ~2! as
e~u ,f!5An~u!P sin~f1d!, ~6!
where f measures the angle of the polarization vector in the
plane transverse to the beam direction, and the phase d takes
into account the direction of P relative to nˆ . Table I summa-
rizes the polar (u) and azimuthal (f) angles at the center of
each individual mirror within the SAMPLE detector. As seen
in Table I, mirrors 4 and 5 have the same azimuthal angle
relative to the polarization direction, but different polar
angles relative to the incident beam direction. A separate
analysis, however, indicated that the polar angle dependence
to the asymmetry was negligible, allowing us to combine the
asymmetries from these two mirrors ~similarly for mirrors 6
and 7! into one asymmetry at the same azimuthal angle f .
The data set for each F and l/2 running configuration
therefore consists of eight data points at varying f values, to
which we perform a x2 minimization to a two-parameter
function via
xd.o.f.
2 5
1
6 (i51
8
@An
i 2~a sin f i1b cos f i!#2/@dAn
i #2, ~7!
which is linear in the coefficients a and b. Here An
i and dAn
i
are the measured asymmetry and error, respectively, at each
azimuthal angle f i , corrected for all effects @1,13#, including
beam polarization normalization @as suggested in Eq. ~6!#.
The coefficients a and b can then be converted into an am-
plitude and phase, i.e.,
Afit5uAnu sin~f1d! ~8!
as in Eq. ~6!, where the amplitude uAnu gives the magnitude
of the vector analyzing power, and the phase d verifies the
direction of the beam polarization and determines the overall
sign of the analyzing power.
The sinusoidal dependence just discussed is illustrated in
Fig. 4, where the combined data for F50 and F590 are
shown as a function of azimuthal angle, along with the best
fit to the data according to the procedure outlined above.
TABLE I. Polar (u) and azimuthal (f) angles of each indi-
vidual mirror within the SAMPLE detector.
Mirror u ~deg! f ~deg!
1 146 135
2 154 90
3 146 45
4 138 180
5 161 180
6 161 0
7 138 0
8 146 225
9 154 270
10 146 31506400Here we have defined f50 to be at beam left, and have
taken into account the 90° phase difference between the F
50 and F590 polarization directions. For these combined
data, the overall x2 per degree of freedom for the best fit was
found to be 0.9, providing a 50% confidence level that the
data follow this dependence @16#. This should be compared,
however, with the x2 per degree of freedom of 2.1 for a fit to
A50, which has a corresponding confidence level of 4% that
the data are consistent with A50. Even if we allow an over-
all offset to a constant dependence, we find an average of
A53.563.7 ppm, with a x2 per degree of freedom of 1.9,
and a corresponding confidence level of 7%.
In Table II, we summarize our results using this analysis
procedure for the four independent running conditions. Note
that the deduced magnitudes are all consistent within experi-
mental errors, and the deduced phase changes by 180° upon
the insertion or removal of the l/2 plate as expected, and by
90° from one F running configuration to the other. Combin-
ing these four independent measurements, we quote our final
result: a vector analyzing power for elastic electron-proton
scattering of 215.465.4 ppm at the average electron labo-
ratory scattering angle of 146.1°, corresponding to Q2
50.1 (GeV/c)2. To demonstrate the precision to which this
quantity has been determined relative to the expected size of
this effect, we plot this data point in Fig. 5 along with the
prediction of Ref. @10# for the vector analyzing power for
elastic electron-proton scattering. This calculation only in-
FIG. 4. Plot of the measured asymmetry, corrected for all effects
including beam polarization, background dilution, and radiative ef-
fects, as a function of azimuthal scattering angle f for the com-
bined data of all four running configurations as described in the
text. The curve represents the best fit to the data according to Eq.
~8!.
TABLE II. Results of the fitting procedure described in the text.
F l/2 uAnu ~ppm! d ~deg! xd.o.f.
2
0 IN 12.969.8 173.8639.5 1.30
0 OUT 13.869.9 16.9639.5 1.50
90 IN 18.4611.8 284.1639.8 0.30
90 OUT 18.1611.7 127.2638.0 2.071-4
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vertices and a free proton propagator for the intermediate
proton state to evaluate the two-photon exchange amplitude
M 2g , i.e., the first term in the diagrammatic expansion of
Fig. 3.
FIG. 5. Plot of the measured vector analyzing power in elastic
electron-proton scattering in the SAMPLE kinematics as a function of
center-of-mass scattering angle, along with the prediction of Ref.
@10#. Details of the calculation are given in the text.06400The data reported here represent the first measurement of
a vector analyzing power in polarized electron scattering at
this high a momentum transfer. Our observation of this quan-
tity demonstrates the viability of a new technique to access
physics associated with the Compton amplitude. We have
also made measurements of the vector analyzing power in
inclusive quasielastic electron-deuteron scattering, the results
of which will be reported in a future paper. Further parity
violation measurements at higher Q2 values are planned @17#
from both hydrogen and deuterium targets, where high sta-
tistics transverse asymmetry data will also be taken. These
data, along with the first measurement reported here, will
provide valuable information about the imaginary part of the
Compton amplitude at relatively low beam energies, from
which we can extend our knowledge of the nucleon general-
ized polarizabilities.
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